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Around the last decade, the topic of femininity and methods of its development are gaining
momentum in our country. A lot of articles, video and audio records are walking on the network from
various lecturers and femininity gurus. All of them, not stinging, harvesting recommendations on the
extension of femininity. These tips in one form or another come across to me in various articles
daily. They are drawn, as you understand, to the ladies. Let's see what is meant why this topic is so
popular and its followers multiply into geometric progression. Separately by the authors I will not, I
will describe the general meaning.
So. Feminine woman and her man takes. The first principle of this: a man brings money to the
house, this kind of energy, who is not aware of. A woman changes this energy to another - the
atmosphere in the house, food and sex. As a result of the interaction, the effect of synergies occurs,
"something" is appropriate, as a result, a man is recharged, consumes surplus new energy in his
work and next time it brings even more money. The process is infinite, there is no limit to the wealth
of the family. Here is this very ability to correctly transform the energy of money and taught in
femininity courses:
1) Of course, in the training of femininity, the first thing is invited to quit from work, stop
"bombarding" material problems and all the issues of independent earnings.Money must be taken
exclusively in men.To take any active way to, deserve, to swap for your female "bonuses".Women
should be completely dependent on her husband being, engaged exclusively by household and
raising children.Serious studies are also not welcome.
2) Always wear skirts and dresses.The longer, the better.No trousers.Skirts form a special energy
cone and allow you to accumulate energy that later changes for money.If you wear skirts without
underwear, then multiply the influx of energy at once at ten.
3) Wearing decorations.Many and better of gold.Perfectly improve energy.No comments.
4) A woman needs a lot of time to give a home atmosphere, for example, washing the floor every
day - it's the most, almost basic, which increases the energy of the house and the wife
itself.Everyone is capable of it, almost everything seems to seem to think that the process is easier
than going to work.
5) Prepare food.Self.Always.A man must eat exclusively home meal.Probably good advice.How do
you?At least, the contradictions does not particularly cause.It is explained that the man is saturated
with food prepared by his wife, and his chakras are fully revealed for new achievements.Food "from

other people's hands" does not affect so beneficial.No chef is compared with his wife.You can not
doubt.
6) There are sweet food.Well, few of the women against this rule.
7) Praise your man, respect him, worship him, live for him and serve him.At least make a look.
8) comprehend the secrets of an intimate character, to be able to be removed her husband, study
vombilding and so on.
9) be submissive and grateful for all gifts.See paragraphs 7 and 8.
10) Observe various rituals - how to get into the car correctly, feed your hand, how to get up
because of the table, how beautiful to walk, what to wear, hold a handbag, etc.
Of course, each item is justified from the point of view of spirituality and often another Vedic
astrology.Well, you understood it figuratively what it is.
Let us now imagine the very husband of a specialist, whose wife took possession of all sacral
feminine skills:
1) A man is considered always as a brainless "something", whose earnings depends exclusively
from those facts as, whether the floor washed his wife today, he dined with home or in the dining
room.
2) He no one without his wife.Infectious creature.Everything he worked, his career growth - all this
happened thanks to his beloved wife, his inspirational.
3) is concerned about the question, hoped a long skirt on his wife.And what if she secretly wears
jeans?After all, because of this, the level of femininity in her blood will fall sharply, and he will not
give a premium this month.
4) Husband pools his wife and always brings gifts, sweets and flowers.Otherwise again the puncture
of the Energy Hole in his salary.
There are a number of questions:
1) How do some unmarried men manage to become rich and successful?
2) why working (ie, as if obviously unfulfilled) ladies, like ladies in trousers, continue to attract men?
3) Why do some wives wear skirts, prepare food, give birth and raise children, serve her husband,
and he changes them?

4) Is there no substitutions here?Why are femininity tie a certain way to male money?
5) What exactly are the ladies pay in training for the development of femininity?
Here I will explain.The main audience of such trainings is the ladies who want to marry very much,
but somehow does not develop.After reading several Vedic or similar articles, it is concluded that the
reason is in insufficient femininity.Just.And everything will decide to go to the courses.As a result,
the Horde of Freshly Accidentally, Muslim Feminine girls of all ages opens the season of hunting on
potential husbands, which they will cultivate, fuck and cherish.
It is likely that many men will like the submissive wife, the welfare of her husband, concerned about
the household, raising children, skirts and decorations.Despite the fact that there are good advice
and skills here, if without fanaticism, women this theory is filed as the ability to "managing men", in
reality, it is a direct path to dependence and infantile behavior.For society as a whole, in the Middle
Ages.
Whether you like such femininity. Do you yourself, but be sure if your wife or girlfriend visits
femininity training, she will certainly make a person from you!

